Measurements of the W ± mass (mW ) provide an important consistency check of the Standard Model (SM) and constrain the possibility of physics beyond the SM. Precision measurements of mW at hadron colliders are inferred from kinematic distributions of transverse variables. We examine how this inference is modified when considering the presence of physics beyond the SM expressed in terms of local contact operators. We show that Tevatron measurements of mW using transverse variables are transparent and applicable as consistent constraints in the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) with small measurement bias. This means that the leading challenge to interpreting these measurements in the SMEFT is the pure theoretical uncertainty in how these measurements are mapped to Lagrangian parameters. We stress the need to avoid using naive combinations of Tevatron and LEPII measurements of mW without the introduction of any SMEFT theoretical error to avoid implicit UV assumptions.
Measurements of the W ± mass (mW ) provide an important consistency check of the Standard Model (SM) and constrain the possibility of physics beyond the SM. Precision measurements of mW at hadron colliders are inferred from kinematic distributions of transverse variables. We examine how this inference is modified when considering the presence of physics beyond the SM expressed in terms of local contact operators. We show that Tevatron measurements of mW using transverse variables are transparent and applicable as consistent constraints in the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) with small measurement bias. This means that the leading challenge to interpreting these measurements in the SMEFT is the pure theoretical uncertainty in how these measurements are mapped to Lagrangian parameters. We stress the need to avoid using naive combinations of Tevatron and LEPII measurements of mW without the introduction of any SMEFT theoretical error to avoid implicit UV assumptions.
I. Introduction. The lack of any statistically significant deviation from the Standard Model (SM) to date, argues that a mass gap is present between the scale of new physics -Λ -and the electroweak scale v 246 GeV. Such a mass gap, if limited to v/Λ < ∼ 1/4 π can also be consistent with expectations of UV physics motivated by naturalness concerns for the Higgs mass (m h ). Broad classes of new physics scenarios consistent with this assumption can be studied efficiently using Effective Field Theory (EFT) methods to analyse data limited to energies √ s ∼ v << Λ. This includes future data gathered on the "Higgs pole" where
It is of interest to examine possible future deviations in such measurements in a consistent theoretical framework that also incorporates lower energy experimental data gathered on and near the Z and W ± poles. This theoretical framework has come to be known as the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT). Near Z pole data can be directly incorporated in the SMEFT [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] by interpreting the well known LEP electroweak pseudo-observables [11] in terms of constraints on higher dimensional operators. Many operators at dimension six can contribute to these observables, and further measurements are required to constrain all the operators that can contribute to such LEP data without flat directions in the SMEFT parameter space. Measurements of the W ± boson's decay width and mass (Γ W ,m W ) are a particularly important further source of constraints on the SMEFT in this sense. Note that we use bar superscripts to denote the canonically normalized parameters in the SMEFT, and hat superscripts to denote parameters derived from the measurements of our input parameter set (Ĝ F ,m Z ,α) at tree-level in the SM. Measurements of these parameters are more challenging to incorporate consistently in global studies, as the leptonic decay of the W ± blocks precise direct experimental reconstruction of a mass peak due to the presence of final state missing energy. This challenge is overcome with proportional to the velocity of the W ± bosons, given by β = 1 − 4m 2 W /s, to extractm W . This is done for the processes e + e − → W + W − →f ff f , with f = { , q} at LEPII, and this approach is relatively insensitive to some corrections [22] that could come about in the SMEFT. Such corrections include modifications of the couplings of the W ± and Z to the initial and final state fermions, and possible anomalous Triple Gauge Coupling (TGC) parameters. The presence of these corrections is a related concern when interpreting the results of the second measurement employed at LEPII, wherem W is extracted via kinematic fits to the W pair invariant mass distribution away from the threshold region. This issue is related to the issue we study in detail at the Tevatron, and we return to this point in Section VI. We stress that all the experimental approaches reported in Table 1 are appropriate when consistency testing the SM, and can be combined as in Ref. [19] [20] [21] SM, the SMEFT. When all dimension six operators are allowed to be present with arbitrary Wilson coefficients, interpretation of the measurements is modified. This modification comes about by an impact on the measurement itself, and in the mapping of the experimental results to different Lagrangian parameters. In this paper, we focus on the first question. We examine whether a bias on the measuredm W arises due to SMEFT corrections and thus whether an additional theoretical error of this form should be included in fits of SMEFT parameters due to such a bias. After describing the modifications of W ± parameters in the SMEFT in Section II, the potential bias is analysed in detail for the Tevatron measurement in Sections III-V. In Section VI we comment on the LEPII measurements, whereas Section VII is reserved for conclusions II. The W ± mass and Width in the SMEFT. In the SM, at tree level, the input parameter set
where
The shift in the pole mass δm
5 symmetric version of the SMEFT is given by [8] 
We use a δ to indicate a shift in a quantity due to the complete set of corrections present at leading order in the power counting in the SMEFT. We use the Warsaw basis of dimension six operators in the SMEFT [23] that defines the Wilson coef-
H , C }. The cut off scale has been absorbed into the definition of the Wilson coefficients so that the mass dimension of these parameters is −2. The value ofm 2 W can be predicted in the SM with complete one loop [24] and even full two loop corrections [25] . The full one loop corrections compared to the Born approximation toΓ W are a ∼ 2% [26] correction. The size of this correction depends on how the tree level value ofΓ W is related to the input observables. Absorbing universal radiative corrections into the parameters defining the width in an improved Born approximation reduces the size of the remaining perturbative corrections at one loop to ∼ 0.5% [24, 26, 27] . The effect of still neglected higher order perturbative terms is then expected to be a loop factor smaller than this variation.
The expression for the shift of Γ W in terms of the input parameterĜ F and the derived valuem W in the SMEFT is given by
H /Ĝ F − C /2Ĝ F and we are considering the massless fermion limit. Being conservative, so long as δΓ W /Γ W > ∼ 0.5% it is clear that neglected SMEFT corrections can have a non negligible impact on the theory error of an extracted value ofm W at the Tevatron. This condition corresponds to a bound on the Wilson coefficients and the cut off scale of the form Λ/ √ C i < ∼ 3.5 TeV, which are the cases of interest motivated by the hierarchy problem.
III. Spectra for Extractions of m W at the Tevatron. We illustrate the effect of generalizing these measurements into the SMEFT following the analytic methods of Ref. [12] . This is sufficient for our purposes as detector resolution effects can only be approximated without direct access to the experimental data, and are substantial.
The value ofm 2 W is extracted from Tevatron data using kinematic templates for distributions in the variables m T , P T , E T / . The latter is found to have a small effect on the fit [17] , so we neglect this spectrum. We define the transverse mass to be m 2 T = 2P T, P T,ν (1 − cos θ ν ), with P T, /ν and θ ν the momenta and angle between the leptons in the perpendicular plane to thep p collision axis. We agree with the result in Ref. [12] for dσ/dm T for the effective kinematic spectra once the partonic production mechanism is factorized out, consistent with a narrow width expansion, and integrated over Parton Distribution Functions (PDF's), generating an effective p T for W ± . Note however the correction to the last term in the numerator of the I function (derived from the Jacobian), correcting a typo in Ref. [12] . Here
P T,W is the transverse momentum of the W ± boson present due to the effects of PDFs. We find the following 
is the sum of the branching ratios to the specific lepton final states included in the analysis, andσ ij is a PDF dependent production cross section factor, that can be taken to be constant within O(Γ W /m W ), since the main SMEFT dependence of the production cross section has been included, by pulling |ḡ q W | 2 out of this production cross section. We follow Ref. [8] absorbing the SMEFT shifts of the input parameters into the redefined W ± -couplingḡ W, /q . We have also included the initial state partonic factor of 1/s and note that in our numerical simulations this leading factor of 1/s is replaced with 1/m 2 W consistent with the narrow width approximation factorization of the process. The angular dependence here is defined in the un-boosted W ± rest frame w.r.t a z axis along thep direction, with the electron and neutrino momentum decomposed as
We express cos θ in terms of µ
where, having denoted P ± = (P T, ± P T,ν ), we have also related θ to the lepton transverse momenta. A similar calculation gives the result for the P T spectrum
We find the phase space in this case to be
IV. Variation in Extractions of m W . Kinematic template fits to extractm W can be impacted by the presence of local contact operators in the SMEFT as follows.
The pole massm 2 W is shifted compared to the expected value in the SM, as given in Eq. (2). This is how the constraint onm W measurements is intended to impact the fit constraint space of the SMEFT, at leading order in v 2 T /Λ 2 . The value of the width is modified, see Eq. (3). This shift is assumed to vanish when SM extractions ofm 2 W are performed and gives a theoretical error when interpreting these measurements in the SMEFT.
The overall normalization of both of the spectra is modified with a shift
due to the SMEFT shift of the normalization of Eq. (5). This normalization effect is the correction that is not directly related to the (M W ,Γ W )-dependent normalization of the Breit-Wigner function. In a U(3) 5 flavour symmetric scenario, we can relate the CKM matrix in the SMEFT to the CKM matrix in the SM in a straightforward fashion as δg W,q ij ∝ V ij . The production spectra are the direct sum over all partonic quarks when considering hadronic collisions. Incorporating PDF's, the partonic differential cross sections are convoluted and varied over the PDF's in their 1σ uncertainty band in the experimental analyses. The flavour dependence of (δN ) ij is expected to be subdominant to this SM variation. However, the remaining flavour universal variation due to (δN ) ii is neglected in SM analyses, which leads to a further theoretical error.
Both δN (= δN ii ) and δΓ W stem from shifts of the W ± -couplings, and are therefore correlated. We decompose
where δΓ || captures all the correlation, and δΓ ⊥ corresponds to directions in Wilson-coefficient-space where the overall normalization of the spectra is unchanged. In the U(3) 5 limit we find
where the proportionality factor is obtained by expressing δΓ W in a basis of the space spanned by C i that includes δN/N as a basis vector. The relation is modified in a non-flavour-symmetric scenario, but the decomposition in Eq. (14) [19] . We extract the P T,Wdistribution from the P T,Z -distribution of Fig.(52) in [28] , which is well approximated by the distribution
with mode p 0 = 3.5 GeV and σ 2 0 = 3.15 GeV. The P T,W follows the same distribution at a momentum scale lower by a factor of m W /m Z [30] . The m T -distribution is robust to variations of p T,W and we found it sufficient to set p T,W = p o,W = (m W /m Z ) 3.5 GeV when generating the m T -templates. The p T, -distribution is very dependent on p T,W , and the result in Eq. (10) was averaged over the distribution in Eq.(16) when generating p T, -templates. Detector effects are significant and we approximate them 
The experimental distribution of pT Z in pp → Z → eē at the D∅ detector, taken from Fig. (52) of [28] , as well as the analytical approximation in (16) .
as a convolution of the calculated spectra with a Gaussian resolution function
We choose the parameters to match the spectra published in Ref. [17, 18, 28, 29] both with and without detector effects. This is an approximation to the true acceptance, which depends on the detailed kinematics and not just the variable m T , P T, . However, it can reproduce the spectra of the above references reasonably well as shown in Fig. (3) . We choose an overall normalization to match the event counts, and thereby statistical significance found in the experiments, by matching the peakheight of our spectra to the results in Ref. [28, 29] , after approximating detector effects (thereby we eliminate the need to knowσ ij and the integrated luminosity).
Using the same methodology, we have generated "data samples", keepingm W = m 0 W but including the SMEFT variations discussed above. We obtain an estimatedm est W by a binned log-likelihood fit of the simulated data samples to the template set, using the Poisson likelihood function
where t i is the expected event count in bin i cf. the template, and d i is the data event count. We then investigate the measurement biasm
W as a function of the included SMEFT shift. We parametrize the shifts in δΓ || and δΓ ⊥ as described in Eqs. (14)- (15), and vary both by ±6%, consistent with Λ/ √ C i > ∼ 1 TeV. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . We also show the χ 2 goodnessof-fit parameters corresponding to the best m W fit, for each of the SMEFT shifted data samples. In order to obtain the plots, we have done the analysis for many different instantiations of Poissonian counting noise, and averaged the results. Only δΓ || yields a substantial bias onm est W , but that this bias can be on the order of magnitude of ∼ 40 MeV and still yield reasonable χ 2 /n.d.f values. Note that for the plots shown n.d.f = {50, 32} for the m T , p T spectra respectively, so that a ∼ 2σ shift
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Comparison of generated (a) mT -and (b) p T -spectra with those observed in the D∅ experiment [28] . The corresponding figures for comparison with CDF [29] show the same degree of correspondence.
in the goodness of fit test is |χ 2 /n.d.f | < {1.4, 1.5} respectively yielding a biasm
However, this shift is due to the normalization change of the data, compared to the templates, as can be seen by the effect of δΓ ⊥ not introducing a significant bias. As the experimental collaborations float the overall normalization as a free parameter, this effect will not be present in the experimental result. Therefore, the measurement results are expected to reproducem W with no significant bias, when interpreted in the SMEFT. This is our main conclusion.
VI. LEPII mass extractions. At threshold we find the leading order (in β) SMEFT correction to the Born cross section approximation of σ(e
Note the lack of s channel contributions due to possibly anomalous TGC parameters in the threshold limit. These corrections first appear at order β 3 , as is well known (see the review [31] ). We agree with the discussion in Ref. [22] that threshold extractions can be relatively insensitive to normalization corrections, by fitting the shape of the cross section rise (in β) with a free normalization factor to account for the corrections in the first line. Further, only using specific final states in such extractions, the remaining corrections of the form δBR can be corrected for. Unfortunately, the legacy LEP fit results onm W using threshold data assumes the SM, and combines final states under the SM assumption. As such, a further theoretical error must be assigned when using this data for the neglect of SMEFT corrections. The requirement to use data away from threshold to reduce statistical errors in a manner that makes the measurement competitive with Tevatron results introduces further SMEFT corrections due to anomalous TGC parameters. It is inconsistent to utilize the same data set for extractions ofm W ,Γ W assuming vanishing anomalous TGC parameters in template fits at LEP, and then simultaneously use the same data with the extracted value ofm W ,Γ W to constrain anomalous TGC parameters in the SMEFT. Considering the robustness of the Tevatron extractions, away from threshold LEP data should be reserved for direct constraints on anomalous TGC parameters. We discuss this issue in more detail in a companion paper [1] .
VII. Conclusions. In this paper we have examined if considering the SMEFT generalisation of the SM introduces a measurement bias in reported values of the W ± mass in Tevatron data. Such a bias would have to be incorporated as an extra component of the theoretical error assigned in using these measurements, and was potentially dominant over any pure theoretical error associated with mapping these measurements to a bound on the Lagrangian parameters given by Eqn. 2. We have found 1 that the effect of the SMEFT modification of the measurement introduces a negligible bias in the extracted value of the W ± mass. Our results show that mapping this very precise measurement to the SMEFT Lagrangian consistently (i.e. using Eqn. 2, a leading order result in the non-perturbative and perturbative expansion, to map to the SMEFT Lagrangian), is the dominant issue in interpreting these results in the SMEFT. We stress that our results on the measurement bias are only the expected order of magnitude, however our estimate matches well with the estimate given in Ref. [33] on the correlation between errors inΓ W andm W assuming the SM. Two parameter extractions ofm W ,Γ W , not assuming the SM, with the simultaneous reporting of a correla- W on the estimated W -mass relative to input mass in a fit to (a) the mT -distribution and (b) the p Tdistribtion, due to the presence of SMEFT operators. The SMEFT contribution is decomposed into δΓ || and δΓ ⊥ according to equations (14)- (15) . Note that this 1-d scan of the parameter space is only an approximation to a multi-dimensional parameter scan varyingmW ,ΓW simultaneously.
tion matrix (expected to have small off diagonal entries [34] ) using template fits to transverse variables is very well motivated in the SMEFT and can be robustly interpreted. We encourage the experimental collaborations to also perform such an analysis on the legacy Tevatron data used to extractm W .
